In this paper we present a parallel and modular multi-sieving neural network (PMSN) architecture for constructive learning. This PMSN architecture is dierent from existing constructive learning networks such as the cascade correlation architecture. The constructing element of the PMSNs is a compound modular network rather than a hidden unit. This compound modular network is called a sieving module (SM). In the PMSN a complex learning task is decomposed into a set of relatively simple subtasks automatically. Each of these subtasks is solved by a corresponding individual SM and all of these SMs are processed in parallel.
INTRODUCTION
In the last several years many constructive learning algorithms have been proposed such as the tiling algorithm by M. Mezard and J. P. Nada [9] , the cascade correlation architecture by S. Fahlman and C. Lebiere [3] , and the extentron algorithm by P. T. Baers and J. M. Zelle [1] . An important advantage of these algorithms over the backpropagation algorithm is that they can grow as learning proceeds, and therefore, it is not necessary for us to select a suitable network size in advance. In addition, these algorithms improve both learning accuracy and speed. However, these algorithms suffer from two drawbacks that limit their usefulness. Firstly, networks generated by these algorithms are monolithic. Thus even few simple modications of the learning tasks will require all the trained network parameters to be adjusted. Secondly these monolithic networks tend to be deep with many hidden layers due to the methods of interconnection of each hidden unit. This requires complex learning tasks. Hence, learning speed and response time degrade as the network grows.
In this paper, we present a parallel and modular multi-sieving neural network (PMSN) architecture for constructive learning. This PMSN architecture is dierent from existing constructive learning networks such as the cascade correlation architecture. The constructing element of the PMSNs is a compound modular network rather than a hidden unit. This compound modular network is called a sieving module (SM). The PMSN architecture was developed for implementing the multi-sieving learning (MSL) algorithm, a constructive learning algorithm proposed in our earlier work [7, 8] . The basic idea behind MSL is the multi-sieving method. Patterns are classied by a rough sieve at the beginning and they are re-classied further by ner ones in subsequent stages. Fig. 1 illustrates the basic idea behind the multi-sieving learning. In the PMSN architecture, a complex learning task is automatically decomposed into a number of relatively simple subtasks. All the subtasks are then solved by separate individual sieving modules in parallel. 
PMSN ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we will rst present two dierent SM structures. We will introduce an output representation scheme used by a recognition network in each SM and then we will dene three dierent kinds of actual outputs. Finally, we will describe the output control circuits and the priority in the SMs.
Sieving Modules
The block diagram of the PMSN architecture is illustrated Fig. 2 . The constructing element of this architecture is the sieving module. A sieving module in the PMSN may take one of the two forms according to the learning task, i.e., RC-form or Rform as shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b) , respectively. The RC-form sieving module consists of a recognition network RN i , a control network CN i , an output judgement unit OJU, an AND gate, two OR gates, and a logical switch. The R-form sieving module is similar to the RC-form, exclusive of the control network and the AND gate. 
Output Representation Scheme
Various output representation schemes can be used for RN i , such as 1-out-of-N coding [4] , binary coding and Gray coding [2] . We use the 1-out-of-N coding method for RN i throughout this paper. (b) Pseudo valid output: The recognition network may generate an output which follows the coding rule (1) or (2), but is not correct. We call such an output the pseudo valid output :
low ) for j and l 2 B k ; (4) where the desired output of the hth unit satises 6) where O CN;k is the output of the control network in the kth sieving module. To dierentiate valid outputs from invalid ones depends on the training data presented to the recognition network and its generalization capability. Hence, it must be achieved by learning.
(c) The logical switch works as follows: if its control input is \1", then the data is blocked by it. Otherwise, the data pass through it.
The key idea behind PMSNs is the introduction of priority to each sieving module. The priority is implemented by means of the output control circuits. In PMSNs, SM i has higher priority than SM j for j > i. For example, if SM 1 produces a valid output for a given input, then the control signal to SM 2 is set to \1", and all the outputs generated by the succeeding sieving modules SM 2 and SM 3 will be blocked, as shown in Fig. 6 .
LEARNING ALGORITHM
The multi-sieving learning algorithm starts with a single SM, then it executes the following three phases repeatedly until all the training samples are successfully learned:
(a) In the learning phase the training samples are learned by the current SM.
(b) In the sieving phase the training samples that have been successfully learned are sifted out from the training set.
(c) In the growing phase the current SM is frozen and a new SM is added in order to learn the remaining training samples.
The block diagram of the multi-sieving learning algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Suppose that the number of iterations for training RN i is bounded at most by K. The multi-sieving learning algorithm for training PMSNs can be described as follows:
Step 1 : Initially, one recognition network, namely RN 1 , is trained on the original set T 1 up to K iterations. Let m = 1, and proceed to the following steps.
Step 2 : Compute the number of valid outputs, N vo;m , and the number of pseudo valid outputs, N pvo;m , according to Eqs. 3 and 4, respectively.
Step 3 : If P m i=1 N vo;i = t 1 , i.e., if all t 1 samples are learned by the multi-sieving network, then the training is completed.
Step 4 : If N pvo;m = 0, i.e., if there is no pseudo valid output, then the control network is unnecessary. Go to Step 6. Step 7 : If CN m exists, construct SM m in the RCform. Otherwise make SM m in R-form.
Step 8 : Join SM m to SM m01 for m > 1 in the parallel structure as shown in Fig. 6 .
Step 9 : Select RN m+1 and train it on T m+1 up to K iterations. Let m = m + 1 and go back to
Step 2.
From the above description, we can see that the number of SMs needed for learning a given task is determined by the MSL algorithm automatically. Obviously, there exists a trade-o between the learning capability of RN m and the number of iterations for training RN m .
Suppose that a PMSN consists of m sieving modules SM 1 , SM 2 , and SM m , the processing time required 1 It should be noted that the control network CNm always learns the classication of the valid and the pseudo valid outputs successfully, by assumption by SM i is i , and the processing time used by all the output control circuits in the PMSN is much less than the shortest processing time required by a sieving module in the PMSN. From the PMSN architecture which is illustrated in Fig. 2 , we can see that if m is a reasonable number, the response time of the PMSN for recognizing an input approximates to maxf 1 ; 2 ; 1 1 1 ; m g, i. e., the longest processing time required by a sieving module in the PMSN. Consequently, the response time of the PMSN for recognizing an input is almost constant since it is independent of the number of sieving modules in the PMSN.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to illustrate the decomposition of learning, the parallel processing and the modication to trained networks performed by PMSNs, two simulations are carried out on the \two-spirals" problem [5] as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 8(a). In the following simulations, the structure of RN i and CN i are chosen to be the multilayer quadratic perceptron [6] . The backpropagation algorithm is chosen as the training algorithm [10] .
Decomposition of Learning Task
The training inputs of the \two-spirals" problem consists of 194 hx; yi points at which RN i should output 0's or 1's as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Each RN i in the SMs has two input, ve hidden units and one output unit. Training of RN i is stopped after 10000 iterations if the total error between the desired and the actual outputs cannot be less than the given value, 0.1. The \two-spirals" problem is learned by a PMSN according to the multi-sieving learning algorithm. After learning, we obtain a PMSN with three R-form sieving modules as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The input patterns that are learned by the rst, the second and the third SMs are illustrated in Figs (d) , it is clear that the \two-spirals" problem is decomposed into three relatively manageable subtasks and each subtask is solved by a corresponding sieving module as shown in Fig. 6(a) . From Fig. 6(a) , we can see that all the sieving modules are processed almost in parallel.
Modication to Trained Network
For most of the existing constructive learning networks such as the cascade correlation architecture, even with few simple modications to the learning task, all the parameters of the trained network must be re-adjusted. This example illustrates how to implement modication to trained PMSNs without de- stroying any parameter of the trained recognition networks. In our simulated problem we will try to modify the trained PMSN old , shown in Fig. 6(a) , to recognise the updated two-spirals problem (see Fig. 8(a) ).
We present the 16 updated training inputs to RN Fig. 6(b) . The response plot of PMSN new is illustrated in Fig. 8(b) . Comparing Fig. 7(a) with Fig. 8(b Black and white represent output of \0" and \1", respectively, and grey represents intermediate value.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a parallel and modular multisieving network architecture for constructive learning. This architecture oers two major advantages over existing constructive learning networks such as the cascade correlation architecture. Firstly, this architecture is a modular structure and the trained modular networks can be modied without adjusting all the parameters to learn an updated task. Secondly, all of these modules are connected in parallel. Hence, problems which associate with \deep network" does not exist with this architecture. The response time is almost independent of the number of modules. 
